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SIP TRUNKING
CHECKLIST

TelNet Worldwide

Please answer the following questions, so that we  
can best serve your business communications needs.

NOTE: Open this interactive 
PDF in Adobe Reader or Adobe 
Acrobat for optimal functionality.

Access Bandwidth: ___________________________________________________________________________________

SIP Handoffs: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Numbers Porting: ____________________________________________________________________________________

PBX Manufacturer: _______________________________  Version #:  ____________________________________________

Firewall Manufacturer: _____________________________  Version #:  ____________________________________________

Questions 

Target turnaround for order completion? (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Will static or dynamic authentication be used? Static authentication will require the Public IP of the PBX for SIP Trunking. (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the main number? (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

What would you like the outbound caller ID name to be? (CNAM up to 15 characters) (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Are any of the DIDs porting fax lines? (Customer/vendor to confirm)                                                              Is T38 used/required for faxing? (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________                                   _________________________________________

Please confirm that NO alarms, elevator lines, modems or credit card machines will be riding on this SIP trunk? (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Are you currently using any international dialing (excluding Canada)? (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Is Failover requested? (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

911 Records:
Telephone number - TN#: (Customer/vendor to confirm)

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Physical address of the premise: (Customer/vendor to confirm)
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Directory Listing Information
Please confirm the following information regarding directory listings.

One listing is included; additional listings are $6.00 each.

Name: (Customer/vendor to confirm) _______________________________________________________________________________

Address: (Customer/vendor to confirm)  

Is the above directory listing information correct?

Are there additional numbers that need to be listed?

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

Toll-Free Numbers to Port
Toll-free numbers to port - Populate from LOA (Customer/vendor to confirm)                               Terminate to - Populate from LOA (Customer/vendor to confirm)
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